We present measurements of the hadronic photon structure function F 2 (x), i n t w o Q 2 ranges with mean values of 5:9 GeV 2 and 14:7 GeV 2 . The data were taken by the OPAL experiment at LEP, with p s close to the Z 0 mass and correspond to an integrated e + e luminosity of 44.8 pb 1 . In the context of a QCD-based model we nd the quark transverse momentum cuto separating the vector meson dominance (VMD) and perturbative QCD regions to be 0:270:10 GeV. We conrm that there is a signicant pointlike component of the photon when the probe photon has Q 2 > 4 GeV 2 . Our measurements extend to lower values of x than any previous experiment, and no increase of F 2 (x) is observed.
Introduction
This paper reports measurements of the F 2 hadronic structure function of the photon at intermediate Q 2 (4 < Q 2 < 30 GeV 2 ) using data taken by the OPAL experiment at LEP in the period [1990] [1991] [1992] . The data sample corresponds to an integrated e + e luminosity of 44.8 pb 1 . The analysis uses singly-tagged events, with the tagged e detected at angles between 47 and 120 mrad to the beam direction.
Witten's original proposal [1] that F 2 would evolve with Q 2 according to perturbative QCD has been conrmed by experiments at lower energy e + e colliders which [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] have measured F 2 (x) with < Q 2 >ranging from 0.1 GeV 2 to 500 GeV 2 . H o w ever, the use of that evolution to extract an unambiguous value for the scale parameter MS has been plagued with theoretical uncertainties [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
The TPC=2 experiment [2] demonstrated that at low Q 2 (< 1:5 GeV 2 ) the target photon behaves like a v ector meson, with the x dependence of F 2 agreeing well with the pion structure function as studied in Drell Yan processes [15] ; as an S-wave state, the is expected to be a good model for the structure function [16] .
A n umber of experiments with data at a mean Q 2 of 5 GeV 2 [3, 4] show that F 2 (x) begins to grow for x > 0 : 3, as predicted by QCD, but the transformation from Q 2 1 GeV 2 to Q 2 5 GeV 2 is so abrupt that it has been dicult to devise a model which ts both regions [17] [18] [19] [20] . The OPAL data reported here conrm previous results on the upper side of this abrupt transformation.
The Opal Detector
The OPAL detector, described in detail elsewhere [21] , has a uniform solenoidal magnetic eld of 0.4 T throughout the central tracking region, with electromagnetic and hadronic calorimetry outside the coil. For this analysis the most important sub-detectors are the Forward Detectors, the Central Jet and Vertex Chambers which trigger on and measure charged tracks, and the lead-glass Electromagnetic Barrel and Endcap Calorimeters.
The Forward Detectors are used to tag leptons which h a v e made deep-inelastic scatters with nearly-real photons radiated by particles in the opposing beam (see discussion in Section 3). These detectors, which c o v er the small-angle region at each end of OPAL, consist of cylindrical lead-scintillator calorimeters with a depth of 24 radiation lengths (X 0 ) divided azimuthally into 16 segments. The energy resolution is 18%= p E, where E is in GeV. P ositional information is derived from the energy sharing between adjacent segments, and by the sharing of light b e t w een the inner and outer edges of each segment. An array of three planes of proportional tubes buried in the calorimeter at a depth of 4X 0 provides a better shower position measurement, with a typical resolution of 3-4 mm, corresponding to 2.5 mrad in the polar angle #, and less than 3.5 mrad in the azimuthal angle . The clear acceptance of the Forward Detectors covers the angular range from 47 to 120 mrad from the beam direction.
Kinematics
The cross section for deep inelastic scattering of an e from a nearly real virtual photon associated with the opposing e can be written in terms of the structure functions F 1 (x; Q 2 ) and
where the kinematic variables are dened with reference to Figure 1 . E beam is the incoming beam energy and E the energy of the target photon. Q 2 , x, and y are given by Q 2 = 2E beam E tag (1 cos # tag ); 
Event Selection Criteria
The event selection cuts require a high-energy cluster (the tag) in the Forward Detector, in association with charged tracks detected in the Central Detectors. The selection cuts are summarised in Table 1 , and are discussed in more detail in this section.
The measured energy must be at least 0:775 E beam , to exclude backgrounds arising from multihadronic Z 0 decays, and from untagged two-photon events coincidentally associated with fake tags caused by o-momentum beam particles. Figure 2 shows the distribution of events in E tag =E beam and the normalised transverse momentum k T , dened by
Here p T tag is the transverse momentum of the tagged lepton with respect to the beam axis, and p T vis is the component of the total transverse momentum of the other observed particles in the plane dened by the beam and the tagged lepton (the \tag plane"). In this plane, p T tag denes the positive direction, while p T vis can have either sign. The events plotted pass all of our selection cuts, except that no tag energy or transverse momentum cuts have been applied. The tagged two-photon signal is represented by the cluster of events centred close to k T = 0 which is visible at high E tag =E beam ; the background events appear at lower E tag =E beam , and have a m uch atter distribution in k T .
In addition to the tag energy cut,we restrict the measured angle of the tag cluster to ensure that the shower is completely contained in the Forward Detector. Events where both leptons are detected at large angles are rejected, to ensure that the target photon is close to the mass shell.
Only events having at least three reconstructed charged tracks are accepted. We demand that W vis be greater than 2.5 GeV, so that the accepted events are well above the hadronic resonance region, and make cuts on the transverse momentum of the charged tracks, both in and out of the tag plane.
A total of 1350 events pass all of the cuts, of which 555 have Q 2 < 8 GeV 2 , and 795 have Q 2 > 8 GeV 2 . The distribution of these events in the x vis Q 2 plane is shown in Figure 3 . Several independent calorimetric and track-based triggers contribute to the nal event sample. The resulting redundancy enables us to determine the overall trigger eciency to be 99:0 0:2%.
Monte Carlo Simulation
Many of the hadrons in tagged two-photon events are produced at small angles to the incoming e + e beam axis, and remain undetected in the beam pipe. Consequently, it is important that the Monte Carlo model accurately represents the data and the detector, to permit the eects of nite detector acceptance and resolution to be unfolded (see Section 8.1). The OPAL detector simulation program is described in detail elsewhere [23] . This section describes the event generators used in this analysis.
We use a new Monte Carlo program TWOGEN [24] to generate events according to chosen formulae for F 2 (x; Q 2 ; P 2 ) o r F 2 ( x; Q 2 ). TWOGEN is based on the transverse-transverse twophoton luminosity generator developed by Langeveld [25] for analysis of two-photon data from the TPC/2 experiment. A quark-antiquark state is generated with mass W and a quarkparton model (QPM) angular distribution in the two-photon centre of mass, and is allowed to fragment b y using the Lund string model [26, 27] .
As a check, TWOGEN has been compared with the predictions of the QED matrix-element 6 Monte Carlo program of Vermaseren [28, 29, 30] , with quark masses, charges and colours set to reproduce QPM. For the purposes of this comparison, we used the QPM formula for F 2 (x; Q 2 ; P 2 ) [31] . The two programs agree to within 1.4% in overall normalization, which i s assigned as a systematic error in the normalization of the unfolded structure function.
In generating samples for comparison with the data a number of contributions must be combined. a) QCD. There are numerous formulae which could be used in TWOGEN. We h a v e c hosen the \all order QCD" approach of Kapusta et al. [12, 13, 32] , as parametrized in [9] , with the QCD scale parameter taken to be 200 MeV. The change in the behaviour of the structure function at Q 2 close to 1 GeV 2 is built into this model by setting a cuto in p t , the transverse momentum of the virtual quark with respect to the photon axis in the two-photon centre-ofmass frame. The pointlike behaviour of the QCD formula is assumed to apply to all p t > p 0 t , but a separate part must be added to the cross section to allow for the hadron-like behaviour of the target photon for p t < p 0 t . This extra contribution is parametrized by the Vector Meson Dominance model. b) VMD. The Vector Meson Dominance contribution is calculated using the TWOGEN Monte Carlo with a structure function formula which has been shown to t data at Q 2 < 1 GeV 2 [2, 3] . We h a v e v eried that our results do not change signicantly if we use the simpler expression F 2 (x)= = 0 : 2(1 x) [22] instead. Following [2, 3] , we consider two VMD models, with dierent angular distributions of the quark-antiquark axis in the two-photon centre-of- jp T vis out j < 4 GeV (out of tag plane)
Hadronic mass 2:5 GeV < W vis < 40 GeV Table 1 : Event selection requirements mass frame. The weight given to each model in our nal Monte Carlo sample is adjusted to achieve the best t to the data (cf. Section 7.1). In model A (VMD \peripheral"), we generate the angular distribution according to an exponential distribution of quark transverse momentum with a mean of 300 MeV with respect to the photon axis. Model B produces the angular distribution of QED fermion pair production by real photons. We generated this sample using the same VMD structure function as in model A, followed by a sampling from the same \fermion pair" quark angular distribution as was used for the QCD events.
c) Charmed quark and tau lepton production. Events in both of these channels are generated with the Vermaseren Monte Carlo, i.e. assuming that the heavy quark behaves according to QPM at these modest Q 2 values, and that the tau lepton behaves according to QED.
Events from all ve Monte Carlo samples (QCD, VMD model A, VMD model B, charmanticharm and tau-antitau) are passed through the OPAL simulation program [23] and recon-structed in the same way as real data. They are then analysed with the same selection criteria as the real sample. The number of events in each category passing all of the two-photon selection cuts is given in We h a v e corrected for the nite range of target-photon masses allowed by our antitagging cut by comparing a sample of Monte Carlo events from the TWOGEN program using the P 2 -dependent v ersion of the QPM formula for F 2 [31] with a sample generated using a P 2 -independent QPM formula [1] . The cross section within our acceptance is 5% smaller when integrated over the accepted range of P 2 , as compared to the calculation with P 2 = 0. There is also a small change in the shape of the x distribution. These corrections are only applied to the QCD component of the Monte Carlo as it is not obvious that this comparison, calculated from the quark parton model, should apply to the VMD component of our data. The cc and + components generated with the Vermaseren program already include a P 2 dependence.
Estimation of Backgrounds
In addition to the e + e + nal state mentioned above, the following processes give rise to background events.
e + e ! hadrons
There is a small probability that a hadronic Z 0 decay could satisfy the two-photon selection criteria. The resonant enhancement at the Z 0 peak makes this problem potentially more serious at LEP than at previous e + e colliders. We h a v e i n v estigated this using Monte Carlo events simulated with the Jetset73 package [33] . Our selection cuts reject these events very eectively, giving the background estimates shown in Table 3. 6.2 e + e ! + As in the hadronic case, tau pairs produced in Z 0 decay can in principle fake tagged twophoton events. An analysis of 72000 such e v ents produced with the KORALZ generator [34] found no events satisfying our selection cuts. Since this Monte Carlo sample corresponds to an integrated luminosity of approximately 1.2 times that used in this analysis, the background from Z 0 ! + events is expected to be negligible.
Non-multiperipheral e + e ! e + e + hadrons
There are several processes other than the multiperipheral diagram of Figure 1 which can give rise to the same nal state. These processes have been studied using the Monte Carlo generator FERMISV [35] , which incorporates both Z 0 and exchange diagrams and interference terms. By far the largest contribution arises from the bremsstrahlung, or \inelastic Compton", process shown in Figure 4 . The resulting background is estimated as (0:40:2)% of the multiperipheral cross section, or 5:4 2:7 e v ents, the error being the Monte Carlo statistical uncertainty. The Q 2 distribution of these events follows that of the multiperipheral sample; they are uniformlydistributed in x between the values of 0.2 and 0.7. The eect of interference between the multiperipheral and bremsstrahlung diagrams is found to be much less than the bremsstrahlung cross section and can safely be neglected.
Beam-gas events
Background events arising from interactions with residual gas in the beam pipe would have their vertex position uniformly distributed along the beam axis. By studying events originating outside our 10 cm cut, we estimate that our nal sample contains 3:00:9 such e v ents. Events in which an o-momentum electron simulates a Forward Detector tag have been studied as part of the OPAL luminosity determination [36, 37] ; such e v ents are clustered at low \tag" energies, as shown in Figure 2 , and can be neglected at E tag > 0:775 E beam .
7 Results of the Analysis 7.1 Fit for the QCD cuto parameter p 0 t .
The transverse momentum cuto p 0 t in the QCD model for F 2 [12, 13, 32] has been determined by tting the Monte Carlo x vis distribution to the data (Figures 5 and 6 ). The Monte Carlo samples from QCD, VMD model A, charm and tau pairs were individually normalized to the observed luminosity, then added together and the backgrounds subtracted, leaving only p 0 t to be varied.
The results of the ts are given in Table 4 . The central values of p 0 t in the two Q 2 ranges are consistent with the value of 0:27 0:10 obtained by tting over the whole data set. In order to test whether a model B component is needed in the VMD Monte Carlo sample, as discussed in Section 5, we examined the event distributions in Q 2 , # tag , and (p lead T ) 2 , where p lead T is the momentum component perpendicular to the tag plane of the hadron with the highest momentum. In each case, the data is best represented when the VMD event sample is 100% model A. 
Comparison of data and Monte Carlo distributions
The event distributions in Q 2 , E tag , and # tag (Figure 7 ) demonstrate that the tagged leptons are reasonably well described by the Monte Carlo with p 0 t determined as described above. The disagreement b e t w een the data and the simulation at low tag energies is principally caused by the classes of background discussed in Section 4 above. The discrepancy at # tag 52 mrad in Figure 7 (c) occurs at the edge of the acceptance of the proportional tube counters. This eect is not perfectly modelled by the detector simulation, leading to the depletion of Monte Carlo events at low # tag , compensating for the excess in the 52 mrad bin. In variables of physical interest, in particular x vis , this local imperfection is not signicant. Figure 8 shows variables which depend upon the simulation of the hadronic nal state. The agreement is acceptable for our purposes. However, there are signicant discrepancies in regions of the plots sensitive t o the fact that the Lund fragmentation scheme is known not to be reliable for hadron systems with mass W close to the lower cut at 2.5 GeV. The resulting systematic errors are discussed below. In order to obtain a measurement o f F 2 which can be compared with theoretical calculations and results from other experiments, we correct for the nite detector acceptance and resolution eects using the unfolding program of Blobel [38] to transform the measured x vis distribution into the estimated F 2 (x) in true x space. This program avoids the statistical instabilities inherent in the na ve \matrix inversion" technique which can give rise to bin-to-bin correlations and unphysical uctuations in the unfolded result (see [38] for details). The systematic errors arising from the unfolding procedure are discussed below.
Our unfolded measurements of F 2 (x) are shown in Figure 9 for the Q 2 region 4 < Q 2 < 8 GeV 2 , and in Figure 10 systematic errors shown in the tables are discussed below. Figure 11 shows the variation in the mean value of F 2 = for 0:3 < x < 0 : 8, as a function of Q 2 . The lower integration limit ensures that the eect of the VMD contribution is small, while the upper limit is required because the statistical errors increase rapidly in most experiments as x ! 1. The present O P AL data points are shown as solid circles. The lines show the predictions of the QCD model of refs [12, 13, 32] for several values of the cuto parameter p 0 t .
Systematic errors
Several sources of systematic error have been considered, as follows.
(a) Variation of cuts. We h a v e repeated the analysis with the tag energy cut altered by 0:025 E beam and 0:050 E beam from its standard value; this represents 1 and 2 the energy resolution of the Forward Detector. Similarly, w e h a v e v aried the cut on W vis between 2 GeV and 3 GeV in steps of 0.25 GeV, and analysed the data using only charged track information. From the RMS variation of unfolded results a point b y point systematic error was assigned as given in Tables 5 and 6 . The errors from this source are less than the statistical errors on all points, except for the lowest x point in the upper range of Q 2 .
The discrepancy between the charged multiplicity distribution in the data and the prediction of our Monte Carlo model, seen in Figure 8(a) Table 6 : Summary of unfolded F 2 (x) measurement a t < Q 2 >= 14.7 GeV 2 . The x bin limits are chosen by the unfolding package to minimize bin-to-bin correlations. The tabulated errors are not correlated between bins; there is an additional uncertainty of 5.9% on the overall normalization of F 2 (x) arising from the charged multiplicity cut, the Monte Carlo normalization, and the ISR correction, and the luminosity measurement.
to the cut on the number of charged tracks. We h a v e studied the variation in the mean value of the unfolded F 2 (x) as the minimum charged multiplicity v aries from 3 to 5 tracks. The RMS variation is 5.4%, which w e assign as a systematic error common to all x points.
The measurements of Tables 5 and 6 has been estimated by repeating the analysis with the number of bins varying between 10 and 60 and calculating the RMS variation of each point of the unfolded structure function. None of the unfolded points is sensitive t o such v ariations, except the high-x point in the low Q 2 region. Even in this case the systematic change is within the statistical error.
(c) Radiative corrections. The TWOGEN Monte Carlo program makes no provision for initial state radiation. Calculations using the FERMISV generator [35] suggest that initial state radiation decreases the cross section for the multiperipheral two-photon process by ( 2 : 7 1 : 8)% in comparison to the lowest-order diagram. We therefore decrease the normalization of our measured F 2 by this amount, and assign 1.8% as a systematic error. (d) Monte Carlo systematics. As mentioned above, we estimate a systematic error of 1.4% on the overall normalization of F 2 by comparing the TWOGEN Monte Carlo generator with the Vermaseren program. This incorporates the error on the correction for P 2 being non-zero.
(e) Other errors. The precision of the luminosity measurement has been steadily improved, from 0.85% in 1990 to 0.5% in 1992; these errors include theoretical uncertainties in the Bhabha scattering cross section. As most of our data were taken in 1991 and 1992, we assign a systematic error of 0.6% from this source. The 0:2% error on the trigger eciency is negligible. The eect of backgrounds has been shown to be small; the associated systematic errors have been neglected.
Conclusions
We h a v e measured the hadronic photon structure function F 2 (x) i n t w o ranges of Q 2 with means of 5.9 GeV 2 and 14.7 GeV 2 . Our measurements are consistent in shape and absolute normalization with those obtained in previous experiments with similar mean Q 2 , and with the predictions of a QCD-based phenomenological model in which a soft hadronic component i s added to account for collisions in which the quarks in the target photon have transverse momentum less than approximately 270 MeV. W e conrm that a signicant pointlike component of the photon is present when the probing photon has Q 2 > 4 GeV 2 .
Our measurements extend to lower values of x than previous experiments have a c hieved, particularly in the higher Q 2 range, where we h a v e data below x = 0 : 01. There is no indication that F 2 (x) increases in this region.
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